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GOOD MORNING! IN TODAY's LOBO:

* UNM Psychiatric Center serves children, p, 7
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* Carrasco scales ballroom walls, p. 8

* Pirates' star retires with
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no regrets, p. 11
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Polish ·terrorists
seize embassy

Joe Cavarette

BE PREPARED: Kenneth umbert, owner of the El Sombrero t:ont:ession
Feir, plet:es some flnel touches on his booth. The fair sterts Sept. 14.

at the N.M. State

''The biggest show in New Mexico"

State fair begins Sept. 14
You can watch a ceremonial Indian dance, see a man thrown off a
bull, observe a variety of exhibits from preserves to exotic flowers or just bask in the neon lights of the
midway during the 1982 New Mexico State Fair.
Often called "the biggest show in
New Mexico," the fair will run
Sept. 14-26 at the State Fair
grounds. Although the fair opens
Tuesday, Sept. 14, a parade will
officially kick off the fair at 9 a.m.
Saturday, Sept. 18.
The parade, with the theme
"Make it a family affair," will start
on University Boulevard, proceed
east on Stadium Boulevard to Yale
Boulevard, south on Yale to Gibson
Boulevard, west on Gibson to University and end on the north side of
University towards Stadium.
Categories beingjudged in the parade are sheriff's posse and riding
clubs; educational marching groups;
organizational bands and organizational marching groups. Floats are
being divided into sub-categories of
original, organizational, youth
group and antique cars.

During the fair, Acoma, Zuni,
Plains and Aztec dance teams will
perform the ceremonial shows at the
Indian village. Indian culture is
illustrated in the village by Piki
bread makers; woven sash and rug
weavers; watercolor, siild and oil
artists; silversmiths; Kachina doJJ
makers; basketweavers; pottery
artists and moccasin makers.
In addition to crafts, three concession booths will serve various Indian
food items, such as fried bread.
Bull riding, bronco busting and
calf roping are just a few of the many
events, nationally known cowboys
will compete in for cash prizes at the
state fair rodeo. Nightly performances by country and western singers are also part of the rodeo show.
Charley Pride will be the headline
entertainer for the rodeo. Ronnie
Milsap opens the rodeo on Sept. 16.
Other perfonners at the '82 rodeo
include, Helen Cornelius, Janie
Fricke, Charley McClain, Louise
Mandrell, Juice Newton, R. C. Pannon, Red Steagall and Dottie West.
The '82 fair is also the subject of a
photo contest. Photo contest rules

are: photos must be taken on the
fairgrounds during the '82 fair;
photo sizes must be at least four by
five inches; photos can be in either
black and white or color film; and all
photos entered in the conte~t become
the property of the state fair. Deadline for photo entries is Sept. 20 and
the photos will be judged in
October.
Commenting on the photo contest, Joan Hillman, fair administrator said the, state fair is a rich source
of subject material with the midway,
rodeo, hundreds of exhibits,
thousands of people and action on
the grounds day and night.
An exposition of cowboy art,
known as the •'Cowboy Classic Art
Show" will be held Sept. 19 at the
Classic Hotel, 6815 Menaul Blvd.
N.E. The show will include two
guest artists along with 13 charter
artists. All the artists featured in the
show are cowboys or ranchers who
have expertise in historical and contemporary western life. The show
will run from lO a.m. ato 8 p.m.
Sept. 20 and from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Sept. 21.

BERN, Switzerland (UPl) Polish terrorists seized Poland's
Embassy and 13 hostages in
Switzerland Monday and threatened
to blow it up in 48 hours unless martial law is lifted in their homeland.
One of the 13 hostages, a pregnant woman, was released nearly
14 hours after the hostage drama began about to a.m. local time, the
Swiss news agency reported. But
one of the terrorists in a brief phone
conversation said "nothing has
changed" in their demands.
The terrorists, claiming to have
machine guns and 50 pounds of
dynamite, stormed the embassy
apparently with incident. Swiss
radio reported gunfire inside the
embassy about four hours later but
police could not confirm it.
The terrorists gave Poland until
mid-morning Wednesday to comply
with their four demands: an end to
military rule in Poland, the release
of political prisoners, the dismantling of prison camps and an end to
the repression ~f the Polish people
Swiss authorities said they were
expecting a long siege and were prepared to use force - but only if
asked by Poland.
The official Polish news agency
PAP said the Polish Foreign Ministry asked Swiss authorities to secure
the safety of abe hosr.g~s - 12 diplomats and one civilian - as soon
as possible but it was not clear
whether the use of violence had been
authorized.
PAP said four of the hostages
were women and that the Polish
Foreign Ministry was in close contact with the Swiss ambassador in
Warsaw as well as the Swiss author~
ities in Bern.
The leader of the terrorist band,
who identified himself as ''Commandant Wysocki," said his men,

all Poles, numbered more than 10
and were well-arn1ed. But a police
spokesman said there may be fewer
than three gunmen.
Swiss police said the terrorists
were in telephone contact with authorities in Poland.
1n Poland, PAP attempted to link
the group to the suspended Solidarity union, saying their demands
were similar to those made by '• Solidarity extremists and by some
NATO states which arc interested in
continued tension in Poland."

Wysocki told United Press Inter·
national by telephone his group belongs to a 3,000-strong "Revolutionary Patriotic Army'' which is
planning a terrorist offensive in
western Europe "to bring the fascist
regime in Poland to an end and free
the people."
Speaking nervously in broken English and Russian, Wysocki said
''this is only the first step in our war
which we will fight both in Poland
and Western Europe."
Wysocki said his group had close
links with Poland's banned Solidarity union, but spokesmen for Solidarity in Brussels, Zurich and Paris
denied the union had any links with
the terrorist group.
"We do not know the group that
has staged the occup:ttion,'' a Solidarity spokesman in Brussels, Belgium, said.
In Zurich, a Solidarity official
condemned the takeover, saying it
would only bring about further repression in Poland.
The post of Polish ambassador in
Bern has been vacant for some
weeks and the highest-ranking official, a charge d'affaires, was not
81J10ng the 13 hostages because he
was on holiday Monday, the Polish
mission in Geneva said.

Local hospitals unprepared
for nuclear attack injuries
Kent KuUby
If a nuclear attack hits Albuquerque, you won't be able to count on
the hospitals to take care of the survivors, said Dr. Lany Doss.
·
Doss, a radiation oncologist at the
UNM Cancer Researeb Institute, is
working on an article about the
effects of a nuclear attack on Albuquerque. He has interviewed anumber of officials in the Anny and government about the event surrounding
a nuclear explosion.
One of the weaknesses is the lack
of planning in the Office of Civil
Emergency Preparedness for what to
do after the nuclear attack, Doss
said, explaining that current relocating plans would not be sufficient for·
Albuquerque citizens to survive in
case of a nuclear attack.
He said hospitals are not equipped
to handle the number of injured that

would result from a one-megaton
bomb exploding at Kirtland Air
Force Base.
•iwe would run out of medical
supplies in a week," Dos~ said.
"Most of the victims of the Hiroshima/Nagasaki attack suffered from
bums. At UNMIBCMC Hospital we
have only 17 beds (in the bum/
trauma unit)/' Doss said.
As far as treating the number of
tadiation victims, Doss said the hospital does not have enough supplies.
An inventory of supplies from the
hospital's Decontamination and
Treatment of Radioactively Contaminated Patients, shows that the
hospitals has only one decontamination and sample-taking kit.
nwe ought to have a real disaster
plan that would outline how to treat
survivors," Doss said.
Head of Albuquerque's Office of

Emergency Preparedness Victor
Bickel admits that the city's plans
for a nuclear attack do not include a
section concerning hospitals.
"We don't have a medical plan
yet, but we will be addressing the
issue in our next re-draft,'' Bickel
said.
The emphasis, however, will be
on relocating patients and setting '!P
a chain of command over the hosptt·
als. Bickel said stocking up on
medical supplies would probably
not be addressed in the plan.
"Most of the people I've interviewed have a doorn•and-gloom
attitude that they probably won't
survive anddon'tcare if they do. But
chances are they wiU survive and
will care," Doss said.
"We can increase the survival
rate if we plan for it,'' he said.

LARRY DOSS,

M.D.
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Wire Report
International New_s

about some of the new regulations, but people
were able to get their pesos out and tourists
able to change their dollars.
The banks had braced for a possible run on
the peso by stockpiling hard cash.
The nation's problems stem in part from its
huge foreign debt - at $80 billion the largest
in the world - and skyrocketing prices,
climbing at an annual rate of 70 percent.
Some people did withdraw their pesos presumably either to deposit them in American banks or exchange them for dollars on the
black market.
The banks changed dollars at the new legal
rate of 70 pesos to $1, far below the free
market rate of more than I 00 to $1 before
banks were closed. But none of them sold
dollars.

Israel demands
return of soldiers
TEL AVIV, Israel - Israel threatened
Mununy to retaliate against Syria for the
abduction of eight soldiers as Palcsti nian gucrrillachiefYasser Arafatmet with Arab leaders
10 discuss President Reagan's Middle East
peace plan.
"Israel has 20 ways to retaliate against
Syria for this act and if we wanted to, we could
carry out much wider and more sophisticated
actions,'' Deputy Prime Minister David Levy
said in an interview with the Israeli army
radio.
Levy said a demand for return of the eight
soldiers, missing from their post in Lebanon
since Saturday, was passed on to Damascus.
Fears of an outbreak of hostilities between
Israel and Syria were fanned by a firelight
Saturday in the Bekaa Valley, 35 miles north
of Beirut.
Lebanon's auempt to restore political stability following the forced evacuation of PLO
guerrillas also was shaken by heavy fighting
between two rival leftist militias in the northem port city of Tripoli.
In Fez, Morocco, Arab leaders gave Palestine Liberation Organization chairman Arafat
a 21-gun salute- nonnally reserved for
heads of state - and a tumultuous welcome
upon arrival from Tunis for an Arab summit
that will discuss Reagan's plan.
~--

Peso steady as banks open
MEXICO CITY -Mexican banks
opened Monday for the first time since they
were nationalized and officials said business
was brisk but a feared run on the peso had not
materialized.
The lines were long outside many Mexican
banks even before they opened but bank officials reported there was no panic and the new
government nationalization policy appeared
to be working.
Bank managers said they were confused

Survey determines problems of renters

by United Press International
National News

Americans enjoy
Labor Day holiday

Tradesmen staggered by the worst unemployment since World War II rallied
thousands strong Monday, the 1OOth
anniversary of the first Labor Day parade,
while Americans bid summer farewell with
beach parties, ballgames, concerts, and fireworks.
A Huckleberry Finn Raft Racejn Connecticut, a Mr. and Mrs. Muscle Beach contest in
California and an eclectic free concert featuring Count Basie, Glen Campbell and 5,100
fireworks shells in Chicago were all part of the
final big summer fling.
Kissinger discusses Africa nation's
Unionists were joined by politicians up for
election this fall at a ''Solidarity for Survival''
PRETORIA, South Africa - Henry rally in Sioux City, Iowa.
Kissinger said Monday a government plan for
A tradition started by a Paterson, N.J.,
dividing power among South Africa's racial machinist and a New York carpenter in 1882
groups cannot succeed if the nation's 16.9 was renewed by thousands of marching trade
million blacks are excluded.
union members in parades across the country.
The former secretary ·Of state also told an
Marchers began gathering hours before
International Affairs Conference that Western step-off time for the New York City parade up
nations providing equipment for the Soviet Fifth Avenue, wearing union hats and buttons
Union's trans-Siberia pipeline are giving cre- and waving pro·labor flags and banners.
dence to Lenin's dictum that capitalists would
"The administration's current economic
·compete to sell the rope to hang themselves. policic:s have produced a nationwide trend of
Prime Minister Pieter Botha's ruling. union-busting attempts," said Robert
National Party plans to share parliamentary Voorhies, president of Central Indiana's labor
power with representatives of the country's council and organizer of a sparsely attended,
2.6 million mixedrace "coloreds" and rain-hampered Indianapolis parade, the city's
821,000 Asians, but not the majority 16.9 first in 40 years.
million blacks.
Chicago also staged its first labor parade in
Under the plan, blacks will be citizens of decades, topping it off with a Grant Park food
tribal ethnic states, rather than full-fledged festival.
South African citizens.
Kissinger, who last week toured Namibia,
Zambia and Zimbabwe, said a twin withdraw- Private rocket to fl~· today
al of .Cuban troops from Angola, and South
African forces from Namibia, would make
ROCKPORT, Texas- All systems are
possible U.S. recognition of the Angolan go on barren Matagorda Island for the launch
regime.
and 326-mile flight Wednesday of a ConestoHe also warned "the Third World cannot ga I test rocket by a pioneer Houston comexpect both to conduct foreign policies consis- pany.
tently hostile to us and at the same time to
Without public funds but with plenty of
receive our economic support.''
advice from govemment.agencies, Space Ser-

Robert Sanchez
"The biggest problem is tenants
not being aware of the law. There is
a lack of knowledge in the laws,"
said a research assistant for the New
Mexico Public Interest Research
Group on landlord and tenant relations.
Since the summer, Jim Orgass has
been conducting a survey with
NMPIRG to try to determine where
most problems between landlords

vices Inc. tries once again to become the tJrst
private firm to commercialize space.
Officials said everything was on schedule
for ignition of the 43-foot rocket from a small
concrete pad in a sandy cow pasture.
SSl's first experimental engine test 13
months ago ended in an explosion and fire.
This time, the firm is using a more reliable
solid-fuel system and the knowledge of longtime space industry contractors. Space Vectors Corp. of Northridge, Calif., and Eagle
Engineering designed and engineered the
vehicle, and DFVLR of Stuttgart, West Germany, is responsible for the radar and telemetry during flight.
Mission director is SSI Vice Chairman
Donald K, "Deke" Slayton, a former astronaut. He has said the reliability of the Conestoga I booster gave it a better than 99 percent
chance of success.
Residents along the middle Texas coast
from Port O'Connor to Rockport expected to
get a spectacular view of the rocket soaring out
over the Gulf to 195 mile heights.
The 13,592-pound Conestoga is loaded
with a mock payload the company hopes to
replace possibly as early as late 1984 with
satellite equipment to be used by the oil industry or other private interests.

Jewish books bought
with $500 grant
The Religious Studies department
has received a grant of$500 from the
Jewish Community Council to
purchase Jewish studies books for
Zimmennan Library, according to
the department's' chainnan, Professor Andrew Burgess.
Professor Burgess said he recently learned that the council had
approved the grant to purchase the
books, one of several proposals before the coucil aimed at enlarging
the religious studies section of Zimmerman Library.
The department is also offering
several scholarships this year, a department assistant said. ''You don't
have to be a major in religious studies to qualify," said Nancy Mandell, administrative assistant in religious studies, "butreligious studies
has to play an important part in your
academic program."
The application deadline for the
scholarships has been set for Sept.
15. The department will decide on

Guam won't be 51st state
AGANA, Guam- Voters of the American territory of Guam voted by a 3- I margin
for commonwealth status over statehood for
the second time in a year, election officials
said.
The voter margin for commonwealth over
statehood status in Sunday's balloting was
almost identical to the preference reflected in
an election one year ago. The latest results
showed that 17,384 out of 23,824 Guam voters favored commonwealth status.
The next step toward establishing commonwealth status is to place a territorial federal
relations act on the ballot for approval in the
November 2 general elections.
But such an act has yet to be written and the
legislature is blocking funds for the Commission on Self Detennination, charged with preparing and writing the act.
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2 pieces Golden Fried Chicken

GOLDEN
FRIED
CHICKEN
J
and

Italian Restaurant
1 08 Vassar SE. ·268-

Roll, Spicy Beans, Jaiapeno Pepper, and Medium Beverage
5189 with coupon
Open at
Reg. '2 2 '
11:00 Daily
Use our convenient drive up windows at
1830 Lomas at Yale
Other Locations
4700 Menaul NE
10015
Central NE
Coupon expires 9-12•82
5231 Central NW
11200 Montgomery NE
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For the best news tip of
the week. Sourt:tiS will be
held strictly confidentl•l.
Conflict Eve Crus, News
Editor, •t 2n-5656.

with any food purchase
• Lowenbrau • Miller • Lite • Coon
Offer Explr•s Friday Sept. 10, 1982

-------~~~------------------~

-Renter beware. Know all the
rules .and laws concemi.ng a dwelling and follow them.

All

all fashion clothing
So if you missed last week's
Labor Day Sale, be sure not to
miss this ''son of a sale''

General Stores

Summer

The only men's & women's clothing store In the University area.

Clothing
50% Off

111 Harvard SE
(across from UNM)

266-7709

Pure Kosher Hot Cogs

2128 Central SE

-Always have things in writing.
This especially helps out in rent
stablization.
-Keep all receipts for atleast six
months or until the dwelling is
evacuated. When the landlord returns the deposit, it is an admission
on his part that everything is finalized and everything .is all right.

20% off

$5 REWARDI

254 Ice Cold Mugs Of Deer
Lunch 11 a.m. to 3p.m.

law, that law will supercede the
lease.
Tenants can organize to force a
landlord to hear their demands, but
that the tenants must be wellorganized and have as many trnants
11s possible, Orgass said. He added
that the organization can go a.~ far as
a rent strike, which might attract the
landlord's attention, or it might end
in evictions.
Orgass said the best advice he
could give anyone when renting a
dwelling is to know the laws - the
rights and obligations of both the
landlord and the tenant.
He offered additional advice
when renting:

Gubernatorial candidates Toney
Anaya and John Irick are scheduled
to meet for a govenor' s forunt from
noon to 1 p.m. Sept. 22 in Rodey
Theatre, according to Steven Kramer, Faculty Senate president.
Eilch candidate will give an opening statement, followed by questions from moderator Chris Garcia,
dean of Arts and Sciences. Anaya
and Irick will be given one to oneand•a•half-minutes to answer each
question, Kramer said.
The forum will end with IS minutes of questions from listeners.
Faculty Senate, ASUNM, GSA,
and the Alumni Association are
sponsoring the event.

Jot.nu:on

"""

recipients by Oct. IS, and expects to
distribute about $1000, Mandel
said.
According to Professor Burgess,
the money will probably be divided
into three or four scholarships.
The money for the scholarships
was partially raised by the students
in religious studies at a bake sale last
spring.
About 15 majors .and 15 graduate
students are currently enrolled in religious st'udies, according to Mandell. Religious studies has been
offered as a major for two years at
UNM. It does not yet have a graduate program, but graduate students
are working through other departments with emphasis on religion,
Burgess said.
Mandel said the department's
growth shows a greater awareness of
religion's role in society. ''I think
students are realizing that how people believe plays an important role in
how they behave," said Mandell.

Orgass said another problem is
that landlords will sometimes clean
the rented dwelling themselves
·when a tenant is ready to move out
ar•d then charge the tenant. He said
NMPIRG encourages tenants to
clean the dwelling themselves first,
then inspect it with the landlord.
Orgass said that there are some
thing· s to be wary of when renting a
dwelling:
-Landlords might not always tell
the truth. For example, he might
say, "When you move in, I'll have
these repairs finished," One should
question other tenants about the reliabilityofthedwellingandthelandlord.
-Thoroughly read the lease be-

forehand. If there is anything that is
uncertain, check with an authority.
Examples of illegal clauses to be
wary of arc: the tenant forfeits the
right to go to court, deposits arc nonrefundable or the lease will continue
another six months when the first
lease is up unless the tenant expresses his wish to end the lease X number
of days before the lease expires.
-The J:mdlord is required to
meet all state and city housing
codes. If the landlord is deficient,
contact the Code. Enforcement Divi·
sion, 766-7798, to have an inspector
check out the problems.
·-The landlord is required to give
the tenant any special rules or regulations concerning the dwelling in
writing before the tenant moves in.
Make sure these regulations are legal, and if they are, follow them.
Orgass
snld
th a t a tenan t can go
.
~
over the lease and strike out clauses
that nu'ght be I'IIega1 or un f mr.
· The
changes·
· · 1ed
.
m thc 1case mus t be·1mtia
and dated by
both
th
t
t
.
.
c enan an d thc
landlord be"o
· Signc
· d t o m ak e
•• rc I't IS
the changes legal.
The state statute concerning owner-resident relations states that if a
part of a lease is contrary to state
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FREE COUPONS for SPECIAL VALUES

and tenants exist, and how to solve through calls received on the hotHoe, Orgass said.
these problems.
He added that between .Tune 21
A recent study completed by Jacqueline McWilliams, "An Inves- and Aug. 20, NMPIRG received
tigation of Landlordl/sTenant Rela- 366 calls, 90 percent of which came
tions in AlbuquerqiJ\l, N.M.," from tenants.
"One of the biggest problems is
states, "Landlords and tenants do
not know the law. More publicity deposits," Orgass said. He said that
should be given to the 'Renter's because tenants arc not aware of the
Guide' (a free booklet offered by Jaws, landlords sometimes refuse to
return deposits, which is illegal, or
NMPIRG)."
The NMPIRG survey was derived charge too high of a deposit.

403 Cordova Rd. West
Santa Fe

8117 Menaul NE

Pa~c:

Ex-CIA agent critical of former employer

All Rights Reserved
Gutierrez case needs a Holmes, Poirot or Spade
A crime was committed on
May 11, 1982. They agreed to
that. But 6 men and 6 women
couldn't figure out who was responsible.
"When I heard the first eyewitness, I thought 'Boy, those police
ought to be hung by their toes.'
By the time I got to the fifth witness, so many stories contra·
dieted, I didn't know wh<Jt to

According to this Juror, "Schiff access to .information uncovered
think. Then the police testified,
and I thought their stories sound- told us this case is the kind of by the Albuquerque Police Desituation he (Schiff) just couldn't partment's Internal Affairs Divied credible, too."
These comments by one decide upon, 'We are going to sion. But they didn't get it.
Schiff dissuaded the jurors
grand jury member who recently give you everything we have,'
heard evidence from District Schiff said. 'If you wantto indict, 1 from subpenaing any informaAttorney Steve Schiff concern- will prosecute to the fullest ex- tion from this sensitive police ining Bias Gutierrez' jail death ex- tent of the law.'" Schiff gave vestigative branch. After all,
emplify the difficulty of judging three days of evidence. But it Schiff explained, the jurors could
when police use "reasonable wasn't enough. The jury wanted directly question, under oath, the
more. Specifically, they wanted officers involved. They also had
force."
the FBI reports. And, in Schiff's
opinion, the admission in criminal prosecution of any inform<Jtion uncovered by Internal
Affairs would be unconstitutional, since police officers are not
afforded the luxury of "taking the
fifth ammendment" during interrogation by Internal Affairs.
Perhaps the Internal Affairs Division did a better job at answering some questions the grand
jury couldn't answer. For instance, why was there no agreement as to what holding cell
Gutierrez was initially placed in
or whether he was placed alone
or with someone?
The jail supervisor, in his untrained medical opinion, did not
feel Gutierrez needed medical
attention when he was first
brought in after his arrest. When
shown pictures of Gutierrez'
body after his death, the supervisor denied Gutierrez looked so
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badly whan he examined him.
This is certainly possible and
was one of the alternatives the
jury considered. Were Gutierrez'
wounds self-inflicted? It is
known Gutierrez had been hospitalized for schizophrenia and
been caught beating his head on
hospital bed gurneys. For his
own safety, the drunken and disturbed Gutierrez should never
have been placed in an iron cage.
A grand jury- especially one
investigating possible mistreatment by a police officershould have every scrap of information they request made
available to them. But the jury
scrutinizing the mysterious
death of Bias Gutierrez didn't
have all the information. There
are missing pieces. And the
group simply could not, in good
conscience, determine who, if
anyone, was responsible for
snuffing out this man's life.
So, confused and proudless,
the six men and six women
buried Gutierrez- once again.
"I've never seen the jurors
walk to the elevator and out to
their cars without saying a word
to one another," said one of the
twelve.
There really was nothing left
to be said.
Justice had been done. -MB
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said the CIA has intentionally 'picked fights' in the third world, increasing global tensions largely to increase the power and influence of
the agency, and not to promote
American interests.
Stockwell is scheduled to speak at
7 p.m. in Woodward Hall room 101.
Admission is $)Jor students und $2
for the general public.

and the day of the event on a space
available basis. Lip Service is available to all non-profit organizations.
Forms for Lip Service can be picked
up in Marron Hall. room 138 and
must be turned in by 2:00p.m. the
day prior to publication.
Today's Events:
The National Chicano Health
Organization will meet at 7:00p.m.
tonight at 1815 Roma N.E. All prohealth students are invited.

Get to the ans-wers faster.
With theTI-55-II.

The UNM Student Support Services will sponsor a "Back Exercise
Class" at 12:00noonuntiii:OOp.m.
today in the Student Health Cenlr
and also .an "Anorexia Nervosa and
Bulimia Self-Help Group" at 7:00
p.m. until 9:00 p.m. every Tuesday
evening in the Women's Center.

What you need to tackle the
higher mathematics of a science
or engineering curriculum are
more functions-more func·
tions than a simple slide-rule
calculator has.
Enter the TI-55-ll, with 112
powerful functions. You can
work faster and more accurate·
ly with the TI-55-II, because its
preprogrammed to perform
complex. calculations-like de·
finite integrals, linear regression

Wedae!dlly's Events:
The Hispanic Engineering Organization will hold its fust general
meeting tomorrow at the Old Lecture Hall located across from the
Electrical Engineering Building. All
engineering students are invited to

attend.
Agora: UNM Crisis Center will
hold an orientation for new volunteers at 7:30 p.m. Wednesday in
Ortega Hall, l'OQm 153.
''Theology for Lunch,'' a brownbag lunch sponsored by the Las
ture a presentation about "SymbolLomas
Campus Minisbies, will feaism
in
Myth
Ritual"
by Rosemary Mudd, and
Ph.D.
Candidate
of.
Anthropology from Tulane University at 12:oo p.m. until I:oo p.m.
Wednesday in the SUB, room 2SOE.

UNM Student Support Servicts
will sponsor "Lesbian Support/Rap
Group'' at 7:30p.m. until9:00 p.m.
every Wednesday in the Women's
Center and also "Time Manage·
ment'' from 10:00 a.m. until lO:SO
a.m. in the University Skills Center.

and hyberbolics-at the touch the entire formula.
of a button. And it can also be
Included is the Calculator
programmed to do repetitive
Decision-Making Sourcebook.
problems without re-entering It makes the process of using
theTI-55-11 even simpler, and
shows you how to use all the
power of the calculator.
Get to the answers
faster. Let a TI-55-II
show you how.

4fJ

TEXAS

INSTRUMENTS
: ~~~.:: Ttxoo;; ln~rum~·nh
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Get The A'n·S'·~ers· Fas•er
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wIt·h TeXOS Insfruments CQ ICU Iators

\\I•

SALE
$19.95
19.95
85.95
187.50
225.00
39.95
29.95

n-35·Student Moth Kit
~
n-40 Slide Rule Colculot6
n-58C-Progrommoble Colculotor
n-59· Programmable Cord 1\eoder
TI·PC1 00 Printer for TI·58C or 1159
n-DAII Finonciol Calculator
n-DA 35 Student Flnonclol

LIST
$2 5.
40.00
115.00"250.00
169.95
50.00
35.00

Tl-5511 - A scientific

programmable calculator
with 112 powerful functions
for todoy's engineering,
science ond moth students.

On Sale

$34.95
List $50.00

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS

Tl-5511

iNCORPrATED

Sale Ends 9-30·?2

Lotto,. Submission Policy
Letters td the editor must be· tyr;ed, dou•

Quanlftles Umlted
~------~~--~----------~

HOLMAN'S~

ble·spaced and no more than 100 words. All
mililed·ln leuers must be signed by thn iU·

thor and include address and. telephone
number. No names will be withheld. TM
Dallv Lobo does not guarantee publication
and will cdltleHers lor length and libolouo
eontont.

royalties and the advance payment
he received have been impounded
by the government.
Stockwell is one of several fanner
agents, including David Altce Phillips, Richard Martinez and James
Agee, who have toured U.S. college
campuses speaking of U.S. involv·
ment in El Salvador, South Korea
and the Philippines. Stockwell has

Announcements in. Lip Service

.Students For Survival Will present
a slide show entitled "No Euroshima" and a talk by Ricarda Anette
Steinbrecher, who represents the
Gennan Anti-Nuclear Movement, at
11:00 a.m. today in the SUB, room
236.

Monday, September 13, 1982.
PRIZES: The winner of the
REAL WOMEN ccmpetition will
receive publication of the winning
entry in the Daily Lobo on
September 13, 1982, and a free
tour of the UNM Women's Center.
The winner can also expect to receive a large percentage of the
revenue from the publication
rights and upcoming film rights as
soon as Felrstein sees the entries
and decides to buy the winning
entry. (We expect Felrsteln to be
contacting us any day now.)
All entries become the property
of the Daily Lobo, which does not
guarantee their retum.

CBS program "60 Minutes", the
"NBC News Magazine" and has
been in several documentary films,
including ''On Company Business''
which played a local art theater in
April.
Stockwell has been successfully
sued by the ClA. He has been barred
from collecting any personal profit
from his best-selling book. All the

will be run the day before the event

The editor of the New Mexico mail them in by SEPTEMBER 10,
Daily Lobo wishes to announce, in 1982. Winner will be announced
the spirit of Bruce Feirstein's
"Real Men Don't Eat Quiche," a
writer's competition to best describe REAL WOMEN. If REAL
MEN don't eat quiche, if they love
John Wayne, chain saws, beer
and Monday Night Football, what
do REAL WOMEN do? Do they
call spaghetti "pasta"? Do they
engage In 'meaningful dialogues?' Can they 'relate' to people? Where do they wear their clothing labels- inside or out?
Entries must be typed, double·
spaced and limited to 500 words.
They will be judged on wit, relevancy and creativity. Bring en·
tries to the Dally Lobo office or

Enemies." In the book Stockwell
tells the story of his involvement
with the agency. He begins as a patriotic recruit, progresses to an unsung near-hero and culminates in
disillusionment and outrage that
leads to his eventual decision to be- .
come one of the CIA's harshest critics.
Stockwell has appeared on the

llp~rlliee

The Comedy Restoration and Performance Organization will hold an
organizational meeting at 3:30p.m.
today in the Student Union Building, room 231A.

RJ(jf{T,

/(//).

g

Real Women" entries
due September 10

7HAT'S

HI,

It is our own Central Intelligence
Agency that has brought us to the
brink of nuclear extinction, and it
should be dismantled for the good of
the U.S, and the world, charges former CIA agent John Stockwell.
Stockwell, slated to speak· at 7
p.m. Wednesday at Woodward
Hall, bases his claims on his experiences during 13 years of service witb
the CIA as a case officer in Vietnam
and Africa, and as an advisor to the
National Security Council.
. The growing involvement of the
agency in so-called 'dirty tricks' operations prompted Stockwell's 1977
resignation from the CIA.
Stockwell is expected to detail his
first-hand career experiences with
the agency at the Wednesday talk,
These experiences are also examined in his book ''In Search of

11

by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY
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Mall & PhOne Orders
Welcomo

Quality products lor the World of Science, Enginllering & Business,

401 WYOMING NE • 265•7981

VISA
MASTEF'I CHARGE
AMERICAN EXPRESS

Group to explore alcoholism
'!11e tir~t national Annual Institute
on Women and Chemical Depcndcn,·y i'> ~chcdulcd for Oct. 7-9
at the Hilton Inn in Albuquerque.
"Th~· thrust of the conference will
be !D the professional," said Sus;m
Pmt. a spokeswoman for the confcrcn<:e from the National Councll on
Alcoholism.
Post said the conference is being
held in response to a growing need
and is targeted toward women because women have different needs
and treatment~ than men.
Post said between 300 and 350
women arc expected to attend the

conference. She added that there is a
$35-a-day fee, or an $85 fee for the
entire conference.
Among the speakers scheduled to
make presentations is actress Jan
Clayton who will speak Oct. 8 at a
luncheon. Post said persons interested in attending just the luncheon can do so with a $10 fee.
Other speakers include Lee Silverstein; Jacquelyn SmaJl; LeClaire
Bissell and Herlinda Sauceda, a
curandera.f, or "faith healer."
There is aJso an open and closed
Alcoholics Anonymous meeting
scheduled for Oct. 8, Post said.

CPC unique in state

&

This is the fifth annuaJ confer·
ence, Post said, but said that the
previous four were only regional
conferences held in Texas.
New Mexico speakers will present the finaJ day of workshops and
lectures, with emphasis on local
problems, Post said.
Some 50 to 60 workshops are
scheduled throughout the entire conference, she said.

•

Kent Kullby
Cathy is 13 years old and ha,~ tried
to commit suicide three times.
The reasons for her despair are
deep and complicated. She has been
physicaJly and sexuaJly abused by
her father, She has smoked marijuana and taken speed. In school she
did not do well. When approached
by teachers in a friendly way to find
out why she was depressed, or
needed help with school work, she
would have temper tantrums,
screaming and hitting out until left
aJone.
Cathy, a fictionaJ name for a reaJ
patient, is now undergoing treatment at the Children's Psychiatric
Center on the UNM Medical School
campus.

0

Persons attending the conference
can obtain one-credit-hour in
Women's Studies, New Mexico
Nurses Association, UNM Continuing Education or the New Mexico Alcoholism Counselors Association.
Those interested credot from
Women's Studies should contact
Helen Bannen, coordinator of
Women's Studies. To receive credit, students w111 have to write a paper on the conference.
To obtain credit in the other
fields, contact Post at 268-.6216.
More conference information is
available from the NationaJ Council
on Alcoholism at 268-6216.

w0 m e nIs cu It u raI

Starch blockers prove
ineffective, FDA says
.

Dieting has been described as a
system of starving yourself to death
so you can live a little longer. Americans love both to eat a lot and to
An organizationaJ meeting for de- appear thin, and it is estimated that
veloping a women's cultural center 100 million of us are trying to lose
is scheduled for 7 p.m. Wednesday weight at any point in time.
It is this fact of fat that spurs enat Full Circle Books, 2205 Silver
trepreneurs to create fad diets and
S.E.
Peggy Feerick, a graduate student "miracle" weight reduction
in photography and a plarmer of the schemes. Such products come and
center, said the center could serve to go, generally lightening the waJlet
offer space for artists, workshops, but not the waistline.
Recently, a purported weight
performances, photography work
management aid - starch blockand provide a social atmosphere.
"Right now we're looking at the ers - was promoted as a food, but
needs and at how many women are with promises of "enzyme inhibit'
interested,'' .Feerick said. She said a ing'' that would result in pennanent
minimum number of women would weight loss. Such claims, said the
be about 20 to form the backbone of Food and Drug Administration,
11101
Menaul
NE
2937 Monte Vista NE
could be made only for a drug. But
the organization.
Center)
the
starch blockers, which are derived
:!,llltlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!!! from beans, had not been approved
=
= as a drug.
.
Further, the FDA said that:
- No scientific tests had been
presented to prove either that starch
blockers are safe or that they are
effective.
- Users complained of suffer--= ~Iedical
ing nausea, vomiting, diarrhea and
stomach pains, as well as flatulence.
or excess gas. About two dozen people have been hospitalized - and
*The Source Book of Health Insurance Data.
some undergo surgery - due to
comlications following starch
blocker use.
§
- Manufacturers refused to provide specific information about the
exact chemical composition of
starch blockers, which are said to be
made from a protein extract of various types of beans.
- Persons with diabetes should
not depend on starch blockers'
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advertised claims of being able to
ignore a precise number of calories
per pill swaJiowed before eating.
- Women who are pregnant or
nursing should not take starch blockers as they might interfere with the
nutritional requirements of their
fetus.
- Some animaJ studies suggest
thatlongtermuseofthebeanprotein
extracts may cause pancreas
damage.
How could an unapproved product such as starch blockers be widely sold without FDA approvaJ and
without premarket testing? No premarket approval is required for most
food products sold in this country,
but the FDA must approve aJl human
and veterinary drugs before they can
be sold. Starch blocker manufacturers have argued that their products
are speciaJ dietary foods and therefore not subject to FDA approvaJ.
The FDA maintains they are being
sold as drugs.
Under the Food, Drug and
Cosmetic Act, a substance that is
offered for a nonfood purpose and
that aJters a function of the body is
classified as a drug, rather than a
food, even if it is derived from a
vegetable product. Accordingly, the
FDA directed that aJl manufacturers
and distributors discontinue market·
ing starch blockers until their safety
and effectiveness could be confiillled.
Until such a product is proven
useful in dietary management, the
FDA advises people needing to Jose
weight to eat less and exercise more,
or consult a physician about a cus·
tom weight management program.

I Whooping cranes head for N.M.

§

MOSCOW, Idaho (UPI) -As
many as five new whooping cranes
hatched at Grays Lake National
Wildlife Refuge in southeastern Idaho will migrate southward this faJI.
The five chicks will join 10 juvenile and adult whooping cranes on
the southbund flight, said Elwood
Bizeau, University of Idaho professor of wildlife.

5

There currently are about 75 birds
in ~orth America's only other whoopmg crane flock that migrates be-
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tween Wood BuffaJo NationaJ Park
in Canada's Northwest Territories
and Aransas National Wildlfe Re·
fuge in Texas.
The abundant sandhills and the
few whooping cranes begin migrating from Idaho to their wintering
grounds in New Mexico in late
September.
"Our goal is to get a second
population of whooping cranes
going to increase the chances that
this endangered species can avoid
extinction," Bizeau said.

The Center is the only psychiatric
bospitaJ in the state for children ages
6 to 14-years-old who have serious
emotionaJ disturbances. The Center
can serve 53 children at a time.ln the
last year, 95 children were treated.
•'Our demand exceeds our service
capacity. We usuaJly have about 5 to
15 kids waiting," Program Manager
Dr. Paul Rossman said.
The type of problems these chil·
dren faJl into two catagories. Cathy
is considered autistic which is characterized by being withdrawn and
introverted.
More typical are children who
have schizophrenic behavior which

is characterized by a splitting personaJity and .emotionaJ dissociation. In
the child's behavior it appears as
fighting and denying responsibility,
Rossman said.
Twelve-year-old Carlos steals
from neighborhood houses, fights
constantly and has tantltlms if not
given his way. Carlos would continuaJiy beat his head against the
wall when locked in his room.
The Center houses the children in
"cottages" which are wings of the
hospitaJ, each with about eight to
nine kids. The. children attend special education classes that include
music, art, dancing and speech therapy. Free time activities include
field trips so the kids do not feel
isolated at the Center, Rossman
said.

In the beginning a child must find
ways to deaJ with his uncontrollable
behavior. The sW'f punishes kids by
limiting their privileges and sending
them to their room. But the child is
never left aJone, Rossman said.
"We don't moralize or criticize
the child, They've had enough of
that already. We try to talk to them
matter of factly to help them work
their problems out," Rossman said.
With Carlos the Center used anti·
depressive medication. His case report notes that under the medication
he began to pull himself together and
fought less.

The Last Lecture Series
presents

Dr. Mari-Luci Jaramillo
Asst. Dean of Students, College of Education

"POVERTY, ETHNICITY,
EDUCATION, AND ME"
Tuesday, September 7
12 noon
NM Union Rooms 250 C,D,E
The "Lasl Lectures" are a $aries in which

prominenl Unlversiiy faculi)l and staff will be
talking as ill hey were giving lhe LasI Leclure
of their life. Bring your lunch!

sponsored by
lAS LOMAS CAMPUS MINISTRIES
STUDENT ACTIVITIES CENTER

PRELAW
NIGHT
presented by
UNM School of Law
WHERE: North Ballroom, SUB
WHEN: Wednesday, September 8, 1982
7:00--9:00 p.m.
WHO: All persons interested in aHendlng
law school are cordially invited.

Program
Peter A. Winograd, Associate Dean of the University of
New Mexico School of Law and former Director of Law
Programs at Educational Testing Service (where he was
responsible for management of the !.aw School Admis·
sion Test (LSAT) and the Law School Data Assembly
Service (LSDAS).
Dean Winograd will discuss the LSDAS and applying to
law schools In general.

The Law School Admission Test:

and
featuring
Sept. 8 Floyce Alexander (7:JO pm)
Sept. 15 Ezra Pound*

Helene Simson, Associate Ptofessor of Law at the Unl·
versity of New Mexico School of Law and member of the
school's Admission Committee.

~

(/;#'

Admissions at UNM:

Noon, Franklin Dickey Memorial Theater

(HB 108)

free

Sponsored by GSA

free

"After six months, Carlos relates
well to adults and most other adolescents. His surprising gains in school
have clearly ·elated him. He now
reaches out to help newcomers to the
Center and has been used to tutor an
8-year-old seriously abused psychotic child."
"After two months Cathy's withdrawal and anger at adults has been
reduced. Her mother and sister have
started family therapy and the the
father has left home. Cathy's rapid
learning in the speciaJ program has
helped her to feel she can succeed
academicaJly. She now knows she is
not the dummy that her teachers and
classmates caJled her."
Director of the Center, Dr. Irving
Berlin, said the state lacks an adequate number of facilities for disturbed
kids.
Berlin said it would be cost effective to the state to fund more facilities. He said that unless the emotionaJly disturbed children get treated while they are young, they
could grow up to be criminaJs and a
burden to society.

Get Cash In seconds
Now! Amigo, Harvest, & CU Anytime Cards
ALL Work The CU Anytime Machine.

Right Here On Campus!
Forget the chec~·tash·
ing hassle. Save time,
effort and frayed temper! Now- this minute
- you can use any of
these three ffj!l}'/o cards
-Amigo, Harvest
or CU Anytime - and
get inst~nt cash up to
$200 a day from the
CU Anytime Money

Machine at New Mexico Educators Federal
Credit Union right here
on campus at 1712 Las
Lomas NE.
Insert the m,':J'/. card of
your choice, Amigo,
Harvest, or CU Anytime
- in the Machine and
withdraw the cash you
need. The money you
receive will be deducted from your

account at Albuquer•
que National Bank
(Amigo card), Security
Federal Savings & Loan
(Harvest card), or New
Mexico Educators Federal Credit Union
(CU Anytime card) and
will be shown on your
next statement.
Imagine! Cash instantly,
conveniently; anytime
you need it, 24 hours
a day. Use the
CU Anytime Money
Machine. It's here on
campus ...

Applying to Law School:

Frederick M. Hart, Professor of Law at the University of
New Mexico School of law, former President of the
national Law School Admission Council (which sets all
policies for the LSAT and LSDAS), and for 14 years a
member of the Council's Test Development and Research Committee.
Professor' Hart will discuss the Law School Admission
Test, Its content and methods of preparing for lt.

the
UNM Poets & Writers Series
Noon Reading Series

School is a essentiaJ part of building a child's self-esteem, Rossman
said. With Carlos and Cathy it made
aJl the difference according to their
case reports.

Professor Simson will discuss application procedures at
the University of New Mexico School of Law.

Refreshments Served

waiting for you now at
1712 Las Lomas NE.
.
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liKing'' at Sub Ballroom
He's the kind of guy that'll do
anything for the show- he's been
known to jump into the arms and
hands of the audience and brave the
perils of fame as he's raised dangerously close lo a ceiling fan. ~ he
might swing on the roof beams hke a
hyperkinetic monkey charged by the
electrified energy that is autocthonous to rock and roll.
And all this time, Joe "King"
Carrasco is grinning like the
Cheshire cat.
Carrasco and the Crowns (his
band) are reported to be the latest
and the hottest thing in the nuevo·
wavo vein. And the King has gained
a reputation as the most active performer since Elvis,
The King's style has b.een !o tak~a
little bit of this (say manach1 mus1c,
for instance) and a little bit of that
(good old rock and roll?) and with
the help of a wireless transducer, a
bluesy Telecaster and a boyish p_assion for fun, he'll tum the evenm~
into a new kind of concert expencnce.
And that's what the man is there
for- that's why he crawls around
the stage with the Imperial Margarine crown pulled down over his
eyebrows; that's why he'll pogo on
the sidewalk or dance on the backs of
the chairs or sing mariachi lyrics in
English. It's all in the name of fun.
The King and the Crowns will be
scanning the walls of the SUB ballroom tonight, at 8 p.m.
Los Lobos, another popular venture into the nuevo-wavo sound,
will open the show. Tickets are
available through the Giant Ticket
Outlets.

JOE "KING" CARRASCO

'

·
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8.8. 8/ueses Saleri
Jim Weisen
It wa.s a. ma.gical night in Santa Fe
for B.B. King and fans who packed
the Paolo Saleri Amphitheatre last
Wednesday night, A three-qua.rter
moon in a cloudless sky and a cooling breeze from the Sangre de Cristos set the tone for an evening of the
blues.
The B.B. King Orchestra, led by
trumpet player Calvin Owens,
opened the show with two instrumentals, Owens then introduced
"Mr. B.B. King" with the song
"Everyday I Sing the Blue3." The
tempo slowed for "But a Sweet Little Angel." Then the band hit high
gear woth "Caledonia" and "Let
the Good Times Roll."
King's voice ranged from his
trademark vocal chords-over-gravel
to highs as clean and pure as the
evening breeze rol!ing off the S~n
gre de Cristos. H1s famous gu1tar
"Lucille" and a bass solo by Russel
Jackson highlighted "Let the Good
Times Roll."
"Tell everybody B.B. King's in
town,'' King yelled and the Orchestra rocked into "One of These
Nights Again" and "Since I Met
You Baby." King was playing the
crowd with the same finesse and authority he uses with his guitar. When
he sang "I Just Can't Leave You
Alone" he had everyone ki~sing
their pa.rtner. "Tell her how much
you love her," he said,
His encore tunes were ''The
Thrill is Gone" and "Nothing but
the Blues:" While the orchestra
played, King went to the audience to
shake hands, and Owens took over
the microphone to yell, ''Mr. B. ;B. - King!" over and overagam.
The Paolo Saleri Amphitheatre is
a tremendous piace to hear music.
King and the orchestra obviously enjoyed the setting and the upbeat

The ASUNM
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Thin characters fell ALT show

crowd, and he performed with the
control of a. ma.ster. It was an outstanding end to the summer concert
series.
The Planets, from Albuquerque,
did an excellent job a.s the first b~d.
Their music and lyrics show Imagination with songs like "You
Might be Pretty but You Sure Aren't
Nice" a.nd "Don't Get Me
Wrong - It Serves You Right'.'
They ended their set with
"Doomsday Rock" to the cheers of
an impressed crowd. The Planets
can be heard in Albuquerque and are
worth the effort.

Gallery displays
workshop results
"Ten Days in Taos" is the title of
an exhibition of paintings and drawings that will be featured in the
second-floor Teaching Gallery of
the UNM Art Building through
Sept. 30.
The works in the exhibition were
submitted by some 20 students who
participated in a 10-day workshop
conducted this summer out of the
D.H. Lawrence Ranch near Taos.
The drawing section was taught
by John Wenger, UNM assistant
professor of a.rt, while the painti~g
section was taught by Robert Ellis,
UNM associate professor of a.rt. All
of the work was done at outdoor
locations near the ranch.
"This show represents a very
small percentage of what was actually done at the workshop," Wenger
said. The students, he said, represented all levels of a.rtistic competency.
The Teaching Gallery is generally
open from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. weekdays. Admission is free.

Eddie Tafoya
"Special Occa.sions," the Albuquerque Little Theatre's latest venture into the art (or craft) of bedroom
comedy, is a look at a nuerotic relationship - a sort of "Annie Hall"
that has been hammered and
chiseled for the leisure suit crowd,
Through the eyes of a playwright
named Michael Ruskin (Greg Mullavey) we see a fifteen-year marriage at its unravelling and the sta.rt
of tumultuous divorce period that
lasts just about as long, if not longer,
than the marriage.
·
The two-person play stars Meredith MacRae (of "Petticoat Junction" fame) as the shrewish, confused, wife, and Greg Mul!avey as
the oversentimental playwnght.
The script of "Special. Occassions" can work on many levels, in
fact, that may even be the intention
of author Bernard Slade. Yet, even
though some scenes are good, and
even though the last couple of scenes
come together nicely to leave you
with a comfortable sentimentality
about the show, the whole presentation especially the acting, is just to
thin'to warrant anything more than a
polite round of applause.
The subject matter of the play is
very intriguing a.s it examines midlife crisis, the effect of divorce has
on the children, entemal love, the
dilemma of marrying for convienience, Michael's trauma of realising
his paternal shortcomings when it is
too late to make any difference, and
so on. Yet none of these issues are
ever really addressed, they are only
used to document the lifestyle.

And even if the actors appreciate
the seriousness of these subjects, the
characters do not,
Throughout the first part of the
play the audience is inculcated with
Michael's sentimental foolishness,
he is madly in love with his wife,
although he is divorcing her, and he
has a childish appreciation for the
special occasions which are always
the backdrop of the scenes. Yet, at
his own mother's funeral, this sentimental fool does not seem the least
bit grief stricken, and even forgets
his mother as he and Amy immerse
themselves in the trivialities of postdivorce arguments.
At the end of this scene, as if a
flute next to a caskett is a mortician's
custom, this guy picks up his flute
and toots, and the lights dim and his
sillhoutte marches across the
luminescent backround.
This kind of surrealism would
work if this were a Fellini movie, or
if the script were experimental by
nature. But in a bedroom comedy?

aw, c'mon.
But the chief reason for ••Special
Occassions" not working as it
should is the lack of depth in the two
characters. We don't know how
Amy feels until she tells us. And
Michael's tone of voice is the same
at his mother's funeral as it is at his
daughter's piano recital. It is a
shame that this depth is lost because
these are interesting, vulnerable,
characters who could very easily be
teetering on the edge a tragedy. But
these characters are too thin to effec-

The UNM Chapter Of
The Albuquerque Mountain
Rescue Council

Inventory Clearance!

50% SALE!!

lively transmit any kind of human
growth.
As an actress, MacRae seems uncomfortable -as though she
doesn't know what to do with her
hands. And the witty script, which
gives Amy a good amount of the
laugh-lines, suffers from her delivery. The first two or three retorts are
cute, but after that she doesn't seem
to be caustic, quick, or off-handed
enough,
Mullavey, on the other hand, does
have some good moments, like
when he rehearses the speech he is
going to give his psychiatrist, Or
when Amy asks him about his
analyst, he says, "I think he likes

me."

Yes, Mullavey's character docs
come across nuerotic, oversentmental, and insecure, but he is just not
deep enouRh.
It is hard to believe that a sensitive
artist can be so one dimensional
when something so important as his
marriage is concerned.
Suprisingly, though, the end of
the play is rather touching. Because
here, the binding sentiment of the
relationship is exposed, and it's nothing as insignificant as facts, or a
logical conclusion, or convenience - .it is the vulnerabilatiy of the
human condition.
The saving grace of • 'Special
Occassions' • is that this cliche-ish
axiom finally finds its way to the
surface.

.

~

Maxwell's fiestas tube
shown at fair exhibit
A traveling version of the currenl
major exhibit at the Maxwell
Museum of Anthropology~
"Fiestas of San Juan Nuevo: Ceremonial Art from Michoacan" will be lhc UNM display at the New
Mexico State Fair beginning Sept.
14.
The colorful exhibit, to be located
in the fair's Industrial Building, explores religious rituals celebrated in
a Tarascan Indian village high in the
mountains of Michoacan. Mexico.
Dr. Mari Lyn Salvador, chief
curator of Maxwell Museum and a
UNM anthropology professor, said
the exhibit gives the public a look at
ephemeral, or temporary, ceremonial art that is not often seen apart
from the ceremonials for which it is
created. Documentary photographs
examine the artistic and cultural
events of five of the 15 yearly religious celebrations observed in San
Juan Nuevo.

ends with the celebration of the Immaculate Conception.
Salvador said the study of religious rituals has long been considered an avenue for underslanding
human behavior by folklorists and
anthropologists. Language, religion, art, food and music arc strong
links between people and they are
powerful forces in the maintenance
of positive ethnic idcntitv.
The fair exhibit will be located in
the back of the Industrial Building.
Volunteers from two student honorary groups and employees of the
Public Information Office will staff
the exhibit through the end of the
fair, Sept. 26.

SUB sponsors
jazz, comedy
UNM's Corner Act presents
"Govinda" in concert this Wednesday. The group will perfonn their
pa.rticular brand of jazz fusion from
noon to 1 p.m. in the UNM Ballroom.

"The people of San Juan Nuevo
invest great amounts of time, effort
and money in religious celebrations," Salvador said, "Extravagant displays of flowers, fireworks,
candles, and fruit and paper decoraOn Friday, September 10, Cometions are made for celebrations to dian Tim Nelson will perform for the
honor their Catholic saints.
Comer Act. This show will be held
outside, on the southside of the
San Juan Nuevo's ritual year be· SUB.
gins with the Christmas season and
The Comer Acts are presented by
the initiation of new fiesta officers
on Dec. 26. The cycle continues SUB recreation and the ASUNM
with the Easter season, Corpus Popular Entertainment Committee:
Admission to all UNM's Comer
Christi, the Assumption, the Day of
the Dead and St. Andrew's Day. It Acts is free.

THE
ASUNM POPULAR ENTERTAINMENT COMMITTEE
Presents the fall's first
big DANCE PARTY

is in tlw prot·t•ss ofn•cruiting tww tt'am nwmhers. \\'t• art• looking f(n·
the type of pt•rson who has had h:wkpacking or mo~mtaint•t•ring l'XJlt't'il'nct• and is intt•t·t•slt•d in ll'al'lling th<' mon• t<·ehnK•al aspl'els of mountahi rescue work. Our unil is the only nationally eertiflpd te:un in !'\t•w
~lt·xico and art• n•sponsihlt• for most t<•t·hni<'alt•t•seut• inlht• statt•. Om
flrst mt•t•ting oftlw y~·ar will ht• \\' edtH'sday. St·ptemht•r l:i, 7::30pm rn1.
2310-E St'B.

(off selected books)
September 6-15

Living Batch Bookstore

For More Information Call:
Clark Gray 298-5620 or
David Smith 265-4:116

106 Cornell S.E.

Committee

.

Mon.-Fri. 10 to 7 Sot. 10-5 262-1619
i!IIIJIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIJIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIJIIII!!

presents

Daily Matinees
Evening Movies
Open Six Days
Tuesday through Sunday
Today's Feature

Tomorrow's Feature

Marjoe

Touch of Class

7:00, 9:00

1:10, 3:15, 7:00, 9:30

SUB Theatre.
SUB/Lower Level/South Entrance
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Student Health Insurance
Important Bulletin:
For the first time this year
we are offering an optional
higher benefit plan at
minimal cost to the student.
Regular Plan: $95/year
Higher Benefit Plan: $151/year (35 and under)
$220/year (over 35 years)
Dependent coverage is available for both plans.
For more information contact:
Keystone Life
Pati Mathews
2625 Pennsylvania NE
884-6827
or see her at the Student Health Center
MWF l-3pm

Deadline To Enroll
Sept. 13 , 1982
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Grants for
Graduate Study
Abroad
Complete information and applications for Fulbright and
other awards for graduate study and research abroad in
1983-84 are now available.
Campus deadline for
completed Fulbright applications is

'6. THE CROWNS

September 30, 1982

with Special Guests from Los Angeles

Information meeting for all
interested candidates

"LOS LODOS''

Wednesday, Sept. 8th 3:30p.m.

_,__
Tuesday, September 7th, 8pm
Student Union Ballroom

1808 Las Lomas NE
For more information call
UNM International Programs 277-4032

i!

Tlckeis $6.00 at all Giant Ticket Outl~

Students $2.00
Non-Students $2.50
1
§
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DE THERE OR DE SQUARE!

•

l'iW<' IIJ, Nrw \tlt•xwn llmly Lubu. Scrrrmlwr 7. 1'1~.2

20%off
9-9
7 Days

All Paperback Dictionaries
(Including foreign)
Check Our Our Bargain Table

NEWSLAND BOOKSTORE

+

Pa11e II, Ne" 1\kxlc'o Daily Lobo, liL'J1IL'mhcr 7, l'IH2

Sports

Sports
Lobos slap Cowboys;
WAC title within reach
After seeing (he way the Lobos
pounded the Wyoming Cowboys
Saturday afternoon, most of us
proud and loyal fans of ilie cherry
and silver will automatically start
seeing visions of San Diego and ilie
Holiday Bowl.
Sure, that 41-20 victory up in
Laramie was big. It made ilie Lobos
legitimate contenders for the Western Athletic Conference crown.
Since it was ilie first league game
and was against one ofilie favorites,
why not?
Remember ilie 1980 season when
UNM beat Brigham Young in the
opener at University Stadium,
Everyone (including myself) was
iliinking about winning the WAC
and going on to a bowl game. But
what happened?

The Lobos traveled to Missouri
, - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - : : : : : : : - - - - - - - - - . ilie next week and let ilie Tigers
make mincemeat out of them. They
ilien went to Lubbock and Texas
Tech beat iliem. You're probably
iliinking that those were just nonconference games, right?
Well, you've got me iliere, because the next wee.k they beat
anoilier non-league foe in Albuquerque. New Mexico State was ilie victim of a 52-19 romp. Quarterback
Brad Wright was having his best
year and was on track up in Laramie
until he was injured.
The Pack was still 2-0 in league
play, but without Wright at the
helm, ilie Lobos were beaten by Color.tdo State and Hawaii at home in
the next two weeks. They ilien barely squeaked by hapless UTEP the

Recharter
on tirne
so your organization
can appear in the 1982-83
--camPus Guide to
Chartered Student
Organizations·'

following week, before absorbing
ilieir worst loss in numerous years.
Nevada-Las Vegas beat UNM 727 here in the Duke City and the rest
of that year is history. That year did
have great meaning because it
started a trend for the following
years. The Lobos were still the best
defensive team in the WAC (despite
that last score), and few teams will
forget that.
Now, in the year 1982, Coach Joe
Morrison's Lobos have won another
opener. This one was as impressive
as the one in '80 with BYU. Things
seem to be different this time
iliough, with a new offense which
can move the ball and a new enthusiasm created by the man who
brought that offense to Loboland.
Offensive coordinator Fr.tnk Sadler is a man with many ideas and a
way of getting the most out of his
talent. David Osborn has picked up
the new veer offense and is showing
that he can not only run the ball, but
he can also pass.
The Lobos are deep in running
backs and have excellent receivers
and a super tight end. Punter Bobby
Ferguson seems to be back on the
track. The only problem seems to be
with placekicker Pete Parks.
Parks, who was somewhat disappointing last year, missed two
close-range field goals against the
Cowboys at crucial times. The 5foot 8-inch, 155 pound senior needs
to be on target the restofthe.way for
ilie Lobos to be successful.
The defense is solid as usual with
its three all-WAC standouts (Ray

by
Steve King
Hornfeck, Jimmie Carter and Johnny Jackson) and its leader (defensive
coordinator Joe Lee Dunn). Also,
quiet guys like linebacker Jake
Simpson and tackle AI Greenwood
are helping Dunn's cause.
Sadler said it would take time for
the offense to be on the same level
wiili the defense. He's right, but the
Wyoming game showed they are
getting iliere. Last year the defense
made the other teams make mistakes, but the Lobo offense couldn't
cash them in.
Saturday, Sadler's troops found
paydirt numerous times after a Cowboy coughed up the ball. This
week's foe Texas Tech is big and
mean and has a mojo on the Lobos as
doe.s UNLY, who comes to town the
following Saturday.
Non-conference games are very
important to the building of poise
and confidence. So, in the next two
weeks, we will find out whether the
Lobos are for real or just another
fairy tale.

... 8
UNIVERSITY OF ALBUQUERQUE
TIRED OF THE IMPERSONAL ENVIRONMENT
OF A LARGE COLLEGE?

SPECIAL ORIENTATION

At U of A you count as a person.

For Native American Students

Wednesday, September 8, 1982
3:00pm
Native American Studies Center
The
Native American Studies Center
at UNM provides a number
of programs, courses and services
designed for Native Americans.

For Further information
stop by or call
277-3917

We offer•••••
•
•
•
•
•

PITTSBURGH (UP[}- Pitt·
sburgh Pirates captain Willie
Stargell, about to end his 21 'jfar
playing career with the same tpm,
says he has no regrets about never
having played regularly in a glamour
city like New York or Los Angeles.
In an interview with the Pittsburgh Post-G(Jzette, StargelJ said
he twice turned down free agency
during his career because he felt ilie
Pirates' organization always treated
him fairly and he always liked the
players.
"I had a decision to make a long
time ago, and I decided not to live in

Sports
Analysis

Rechartering deadline is Friday, Sept. 1Oth
'ijiS YEAR STUDENT ACTIVITIES HILL AGAIN BE Lt$TI~G
UIARTERED AND RECHARTE~ED STUDEST ORG~NIZAT!ONS I~
'' iPEfii•L SUPPLE:1£~T ~r M ry,\fi.V Ln~O BUT, TO 9£
l'lil'IDf~ 1'1 THIS P!!3UCAT!QN VOl, ~'UST <WARIER YQUR
,~')UP ON Tl"f. TilE I~FOR'IATIO'I ·~[ ~ET Fqor, YOU~
>FcHAi!IERIM fOR" >~Ill ?E "s£: T~ "ESCRIEE YOUR
1~r,A'i!ZATIO~ A~IO US< ITS JFF![ERS.
IF VQU HAVE
~IV JUESii<JNS OR oroEL£~·, C='~JACT STUDENT ACT! VI TIES
>\i ;;; ·4706 JR [Jilt i;) RaOM IOC, S:UOENT U~IO~ BU!~DIN,

Pirate star ends
21-year career at 41

Personalized Attention
Smaller classes
Individualized Programs
Daytime, Evening and Weekend Classes
Experiential Learning

1812 Las Lomas NE

•••

Joe Clvorotta

VER: Albuquerque Duke Tack Wilson (running}, trying to bunt, is about to btl thrown
out by thfl S111t Leke City t:11tcher Saturday. The Dukes beet the Gulls to teke thfl Pacific Coest
Lflegue Southern Division. Monday night, the Dukes beet Spokane 11-3 in the first geme of
the PCL chempionshlps.

Welcomes all pre-health students to
our monthly meeting, this
Tuesday Sept. 7, 7pm at
1815 Roma NE
Election of Officers and
Fall objectives announcements
277-2867 Call
24 hrs.

Red Raiders
lose starters
LUBBOCK, Texas (UPI) Two starters will miss Texas Tech's
season opener against the University
of New Mexico because of injuries,
Red Raiders coach Jerry Moore said
Friday.
Senior tight end Curt Cole of Austin and junior cornerback Greg
Womble of Arlington are out with
knee injuries. Moore said the two
would miss the Sept. 11 opener
against UNM, but neither is expected to miss an extensive part of
the season.
Sophomore Roderick Smith of
Kilgore has been elevated. to first
team tight end and safety Greg Iseral
has been moved to cornerback for
the game, Moore said.

Monday's scores
in major leagues
United Press International
American League:
Baltimore 8, N.Y. Yankees 2
Boston 10, Cleveland 3
California 8, Chi. White Sox 6
Milwaukee 6, Detroit 5
(10 innings)
Seattle 6, Kansas City 2·
Texas 4, Minnesota 3 (lst)
Texas 11, Minnesota 4 (2nd)
Toronto 3, Oakland I

• National League:
Chi. Cubs 4, Philadelphia 3
Los Angeles 7, Cincinnati 2
Pittsburgh 6, N.Y. Mets 1
St. Louis 1, Montreal 0
San Diego 4, Houston 2
San. Francisco 8, Atlanta 2

It's not too late to register.
Call Admissions now:
831-1111 or 831-3333.

A SMALLER COLLEGE
IS JUST WHAT
YOUrRE LOOKING FOR!

Stargell, 41, said he alw has no
regrets about his retirement, which
comes as he endures troublesome
knees ar•d has seen his role reduced
to pinch-hitting duties. He recently
turned down :~n offer to play one
more year,
"I really have no regrets," he
said.

National Chicano Health
Organization

DUKE F.'E

New Volunteer Orlenfotion

Everyone Welcome

California," Stargcll said. "I really
had no reason to leave Pittsburgh.
My children, my family are there. I
enjoy telling people how to get
around the city, and p~ting up with
the cold weather and the potholes.''

Wednesdoy, September 8, 1962
7:30pm room 153 Ortego Holl
'Th! ONM Crbis t~ntei' Iii the otdeoSf student ron crfsls
cenrer_ln the- c_ountry.ll you orr IMet'f'sted In tectlv!ng

pora.proftulonol experience In cot.u'IJI!'IIn~. pleose
_a!ll!!rid i~e volunr~et crlentotlon meeting this

Wednt-sdoy,

If you ore unoble lo offend
pleose call

277-3013
for more Information.

This calculator thinks business.
The TI Student Business Analyst:
If there's one thing undergrad
business students have always
needed, this is it: an affordable,
business-oriented calculator.
The Student Business Analyst.
Its built-in business formulas
let you perform complicated
finance, accounting and
statistical functions- the ones
that usually require a lot of
time and a stack of reference
books, like present and future
value calculations, amortiza•
tions and balloon payments.

It all means you spend less
time calculating, and more
time learning. One keystroke
takes the place of many.
The calculator is just part

of the package. You also get
a book that follows most
business courses: the Business
Analyst Guidebook. Business
professors helped us write it,
to help you get the most out
of calculator and classroom.
A powerful combination.
Think business. ~
With the Student
Business Analyst.
.

TEXAS

INSTRUMENTS

l'il).'l'

L!. Nl~W Ml~XH:o Oadv l.oho. Scptcmlwr 7. I'JX2
GIRLS START WITH row along pan to HOP your
top.
9/7
NEED CREDIT? INFORMATION on re1:eiving
Visa, Mastercard, with no credit che1:k. Other cards
available. Free brochure call Personal Credit Service:
(602) 946-6203 E~t. 1036,
917

9. Las N otlclas
MEETING? CLUB? ORGANIZATION? Advertise
in L11s Noticlas.
tfn
CPR: MORNING, AFTERNOON and evening
classes available. Call 277-3136 for information and
registration. $3.00 fcc,
9110
DO YOU KNOW who introduced and pushed
through legislation that cleared the way for the
establishment of student loans in New Mexico and the
nation? our congresman ...... Manuel Lujan. Can you
volunteer one hour of your time to re-elect our
congressman? Plelllie call 881-1313. Paid for by
students for/Lujan for congress. Leo Zenner,
9/7
Treasurer.
GAY AND LESBIAN Student Union wll meet
September 8/7:30pm/S\JB 231 A-B. Planned Is nn
interaction activity, election of officers and a
discussion of academlcswlth Professor Bannon.
9/8
NEW VOLUNTEER ORIENTATION for Agora:
UNM crlsls.center, Wednesday Sept. 8 at 7:30pm in
Rm. 153 Ortega Hall.
9/8
EL PERRO LOCOT Orsjlnlzatlonal meeting for all
Interested In forming a monthly "lampoon"
magazine at UNM. Scheduled for 8:00pm Wednesday
Sept, 8 at 1801 Mesa VIsta Rd., N.E. Queatlolll(?)
Call Ethan Hay at 842-8781 ()r leave meuaac at 242·

Da the Trick

~Q.

II

QuA[.[ fy

1. Personals
PJtE<iNANCY H~'iTING 1'. counseling. Phone 247·
?81~

tfu

CONTA<"fS·POI.ISfiiNG, SOI,U'fJONS Casey
Optitnl ('ompnny on Lomas jult west of Washington.
tfn
Wt: BOT liiS'TRIIIUTORS. Prescription eye gloss
frames. Greenwich Village (Lennon Styles), gold
nmim. $54.50 {regular $65 .00). Pay l.css Opticians,
5001 Mcnnul N.F., across from LnDcllcs.
tfn
CIIINK'it; BUHET. CIIEAPI All you can eat.
L.und1 $1.4~, Supper $4.50, Sundny llrunch $3.45.
Jno-Jao's Place, 5000 Central Ave. SLl.
tfn
I'ASSPOIIT PJIOTOS. LOWt:.ST prices! Pleasant
pictures! 123 Wellesley SE corner Silver. Plcll5e call
first. 265·1323.
tfn
ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT con•
trn,eption, sterilization, abortion. Right •ro Choose,
294·0171.
tfn
F',\T IS A Feminist Issue. Groups forming now, Call
281·1795
9/24
STlJllt:NT VOI.UNTF:t;R'i NEEDED in community
~ervile ngcncles, You can make a difference! Gain
e~perlcncc, gain sutisfuctlon. C.all the Student
Volunteer llurenu at 256·1663 or 247..(1497 or drop in
atl80l Las tomn! N.E.
9/9
YOUNG SPAYt:D t'EMAU: Labrador Australian
Sheperd needs a good home. Loyal nnd Prote1:tlve.
241·2348.
9/8
QUAU1Y ('ASSE1Tl: BI.ANK tapes (>() min,
l'r«islotl tapes, SJ.IO ca. 90 mln, and 120 min.
master quality, Maxell Ultra Dynamic tapes S1.58
and $2.7.5. Call 256·0296 7-8am • .S-9pm. Or write
P.O.llox40483 Alb. NM 87196.
9/9
WANTF:n: F.NTIIUSIASTIC I.EADER for Junior
(.llrl Scout Troop of 4th nnd 5th graders. Rewarding
volunteer position. 842·5489.
9/8
MATERNITY CI.OTHES. BUY them used and save!
Abracadabra Maternity Shop, 1711 San Pedro N.E.,
at Constitution. 255·3111.
9/10
YOUNG f.Al)J£51 BECOME a MlJier girl, Contact
your Miller High Life campus rep. Call Frank Fanelli
ut 345·8761.
9/10
DIVORCE AND PERSONAL Growth Seminar
begins Sept. 21 7:3D-9:30pm for two Tuesdays. Call
298·8034; 266-3421.
9/20

2. Lost & Found
CLAIM YOUR LOST possessions at Campus Police
tfn
8:00a.m. to4:00 p.m. dally.
LOST: GREY AND Brow11 tnale, short hair cat,
Wearing nca collar. Spruce and Tijeras. 843-6284.
917
LOSTI4KEYS. Reward. Don884-72SS.
918

3. Services
Gl!ITAR LESSONS, INSTRUMENTS, repairs and
rentals. MARC'S Guitar Center, 143 Harvard S.E.
tfn
265-HI$.
TYPI!IIG·PROFF.SSIONAL QUALITY pronto at
1\inko, Pronto; TLt' at no c~tra charge. We will edit.
K P, 2312 Central SE, across Central from Popejoy
Hnil.
tfn
PltOFESSIONAL T\'PING B\' English MAl editor.
Vast experience with dissertations, papers. Editing
available. Near Campus. 256-0916.
9/17
STUDENT ORGANIZATIOSS RECHARTER so
your organization can appear in 1982·83 "Campus
Guide to Chartered Student Organizations."
Rechartering deadline is Friday, September 10. Call
277-4706 or come by Student Activities Center Room
106SUB.
9/10
Gllll'AR INSTRUCTIO,N, CLASSICAL, other
styles. Cal! Rob, 867-3158.
9/16
CONSERSATIONAl. SPANISH, FRENCH,
l'ortugese, Italian, German, tutoring student
discount 293-4065.
9/17
ECONOMICS TUTORING 877·6885
9/13
TliPERIGfiT-PROFESSIONAL TYPING Service.
265·5203
917

~

eJ/aJwalul Bilu

eJI~

FAT TillE .FLYERS
• Spedalilwd sl'ttinp jllllll){'l',~

• Arava \fouutain Bik<'~
• Hos~ Dhlnwnd Cmis<'l's

Now Av~•ilahlc at:
llnrvunl lliki! House
137 llarv~ml SE
255·8808

TYPING, I,OMAS-Tramway urea. 8$
cents/puge. 299·1355.
12113
TliPIST-tt:RM PAPF:RS 75 cents, Re.~umes. 299·
8970.
9/30
Tllf: BF~~T I !II bicycle repairs, fll5t, e~pericnced, all
work guaranteed at Harvard Bike House. 137
Harvard S.I:. 25~·8808.
9/9
WOitRY t'ltf:f: CIIILD care Mon., Wed,, Fri.,
many nctlvlties, reasonable rates, prefer3yrs. to6yrs.
CLnnlt four children). C'ontnct Debbie at292·5920.
918
SIIARE'I'IMF. SECRETAIIIAL PROFESSIONAL
typing. 881·3067.
9117
Htt:t;-I.ASCt: TYPIST Sclec. Ill papers,
manuscripts, theses, dismtatlons. Editing c~pcricnce. Licensed. Competitive rates. E. Orth. 256·
0738 ,
9113
ACCURATE, PROFF.SSIONAL TYPING and other
secretarial services. Call The Other Orfice1 884-6564,
9/13
";'A;:C;-;U:;-LE;;:X~w=o:=:R:;:D:-::P-::R-::OC=ES:::I::-N:::G:-:-:Th=-es-es-,-0=-i.::.ss:...!e:::.r·
tntlons, Term Papers, Resumes, Graphics. 831·3181.
::--:::=-----------~9/10

AVAILABLE NOW; ONE block from campus; 2 or
3 bedroom Adobe Apt. with fireplace, 1902 Gold
S.E.S300plusutilitiesandO.P.293·S602.
9/10
ROOM NEAR UNM Furnished, stove, refrigerator,
private entrance $135. 843-7091.
917
ROOMMATE WANTED: UNIVERSITY & Oibson
area SI4S/mo, Utllitfes Included. Call843·652$. Ask
for Monty between 8-5.
9/ll

5 • For Sale

-------------·----

CALCUI.ATORS ON SALE UNM bookstore: Tl•
JO's scientific-regularly $14, now S8.9S; Casio's
Standard HL-8095-regularly S9.9S, now $5.95.
While supplies last!.
917

Fudge-Solar Mart. 262-0888.
919
WANTED: TELEPHONE SOUCITORS for Solar.
$150.00 a week possible for 14 hours a week. Call
883-7771.
9/13
CRUISE SHIP
JOBS I All occupations. Great income
potential. For information call 602·998-0426 Dept,
24 Ph
11 r d bl
917
_09 • one en re un a e,

7. Travel
8. MlsceUaneous

9~

STOP SMOKING WITHOUl climbing the walls.
Start Monday-be a non-smoker Friday, Money
back guarantee. Call The Last Match8114-9142, 9/20
DANCE IN THE Subway Station Friday Sept. lOth,
and Saturday Sept.l)th, 9:00pm-12:30am featurlna
the Top--40-Funk Sounds of "Fat City"
.Admission S2 00-UNM u f A
d T V y'
stud nts w/I 0' 53 00 '
alo bli' aLn
d• ' '
e
• ., · -aener pu c, ocate on
Northwest Lower Level of New Mexico Union. For
more information, Cali277-40S6.
9/10

WHISTLES, LOUD, CHEAP, unbreakable from
Sl
r • A
• • Kau man s-- Real Artny-Navy store, 504
YaleSE26S-7777
9/10
DAYPACKS-BACKPA~HEAPEST prices
around; US made. Kaufman's.. A Real Army-Navy

so

LSAT • MCAT • GRE

GRE PSYCH • GRE BID • MAT
S-CHANNEL RADIO. $15.00. Davis tennis
racquet. $35.00. Ektelon racquetball racquet. 525.00,
GMAT • OAT· OCAT • PCAT
917
243 7576
VAT· SAT • CPA • TOEFL
"
store. 265-7777
9/10
SCIIWINN 10-SPEED 2l·lnch $60.00. Unicycle SHORTS, JOGGING SUITS 201lo off, Kaufman's..:
MSKP • NAT'L MED BDS
S25.00. 268-0468.
917 A Real Army-Navy store, $ minutes from UNM,
ECFMG • FLEX • VQE
19110 fiONDA 7SOF Low mileage, $2100 or best 504 YaleS.E, 265-7777
9/10
NOB • NPB I • NLE
offer. Call831-0780,
9/8 PARKING NEAR UNM 842·5489.
9/8
AKC GOLDEN RETRIEVER pups. Oreal per·
sonality, 4 weeks old. 831-5140.
918
EDUCATIONAL CENTER
10 SPEED BICYCLE, excellent condition bike
Test Preparatton Spec1allsts
Smce 1938
rack-roof mount, utility trailer. 344-2931.
9/8
For mt.prmatJon. Please Call·
TilE CITADEL-SUPERB location near UNM and 1965 CORVAJR, WHITE 4-door In good conditon.
downtown. nus service every 30 minutes. I bedroom Cal1884-8653aiter7:00pm.
9/8
Makers of Handmade
or efficiency, from $230 up. All utilities paid. Deluxe
Indian Jewelry
kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, re1:reation '73 FIAT SEDAN 4-spced, beautiful condition, low
mileage $950. 268-5686.
9/9
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry. Adult
1.-----Q..;,.;;;L..;,D•.•T,;.O~W.;,·,;.;N;_____•
couples, no pets, 1520 University NE. 243·2494. tfn \'AMAfiA 6-STRING w/ca.le$175.00268-5686.
9/9'
FOR RENT: EFf'ICIENCY apartment, 1410 Girard 75 HONDAHATCHBACX4-speed,S1395, 268·,686 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - N.E., $200/mo., for one person, $220/mo. for 2
M
persons, all utilities paid, $125 security deposit. Fully ~~
furnlshcd-sei:Urlty locks and laundry facilities. No 1979 CHEVETTE l-DOOR 4 cyl. $2,700. 298·31 54.
children or pets. Please call before 6:00 in the
9/10
evening, 266-8392,
tfn 1981 HONDA HAWK CB400T. Been kept like new.
FOR LEASE 675 sq. ft. office space across from Full faced helmet Included $1300. Call Tom at 883·
UNM call Larry or Dorothy 265-9542 or evenings 4074.
919
881·3974.
tfn 197S HONDA HATCHBACK. Very low mllcasc.
IIOUSEMATE WANTED SUS.OO pius \II utilities, Well maintained. Excellent all purpose car, $2300.
pctsO.K.873·1132
917 O.B.O. 292·2092,
9/13
MONDAY'S
ACROSS
53 Massive
HOUSEMATE WANTED TO share spacious un·
1
Amongst
57
Lesser
Sunda
PUZZLE
SOLVED
furnished apartment. S4S/mo. plus \II utilities. 242·
5 Can. prov.
isle
2249
•
917
9 Elberta
58 Orderlies
ROOMMATE NEEDED l bdrm. 2 bath. N.E. area PART·TIME JOB afternoonl and evcnlnp. Must be
14 Defeat
59 Stupor
$151.50/mo plus elec. PhoneMeg884-4397.
9/8 21 years old. Apply in person, no phone calls please.
15 Coast city
61 Odin's son
FREE UTILITIES, COZY Efficiency apartment, tWo Savcway liquor Stores at S704 Lomas NE, S$16
Menaul
NE.
9/24
blocks from UNM. Quiet tree lined street $160/mo.
16 Spanish
62 Plums
$80 deposit, 242-1800.
9/8 BABYSITTER M/W/TH AFJ'ERNOONS for 4 year
province
63 Ares' sister
9/8
FOR RENT: CONDOMINIUM two bedrooms, two old, $2.00 per hours. 277-3742, or 268·2110.
17 Indigo shrub 64 Noted
bathrooms, garage, patio. Access to swimming pool. COLLEGE STUDENTS-PART-TIME $50.00 to
18 Small group
Alaskan
$200.00 per week. 13 hours per week. Call Ron
Near Wyoming and Spain. Cal1292·3280, 296-3225,
19 Put on again 65 Bret 9/8
UNCONTESTED
20 Energy
66 Kind of palm
GRF.AT ONE BEDROOM condo, new carpet, pool,
DIVORCE: $75
22 FOR and JFK 67 Propel
jacuul wtd. orr Oinud across from .Sunport Oolr
9/9
COURT COST ADDITIONAl
Course available immediately. 884-5298,
24 Applied pitch DOWN
NO CHARGE OR OBLIGATION
MODERN Z·BDR, carpet, full kitchen. 1,8 miles cast
26 Feasts
1 Take FOR
lNifiAl
CONSULT
A
liON
uruniversity. $230/mo. 294-8722,
9/9
27 Native
- look
W<'§lern Ban~ llldg./242·260l
TIIREE BEDROOM, NORTH Valley house.
Americans
2 Ray
5325/mo., $150 deposit. 345-9317.
9/9
29 - de-sac
3 Less cordial
MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED Furnished N.E.
30 Agt.
4 Author Mazo
Heights House. 294-0111.
9/10
33NASA
--25 - and
45 Existing: Lat.
HOUSE FOR SALE location S.W. close to UNM.
vehicles
5 Fitting
dont's
47 Mushy snow
80:e loan at $359/mo. Jyrs. old. Fenced yard,
1
37 Scene
6 Title
28 Embarrassed 48 Plant life
3 br., l "' bath. 247-2006.
9/10
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•
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c;overed
Wlragon

OUSing

265·2524

Classes Starting
ENROLL NOW!

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

6. Employment
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2 Slices Of Cheese Pizza
& A Large Soft Drink

I
1

with coupon today 11-4

$1.65

Yale Blood Plasma, Inc.
122 Yale SE Alb. NM 266-5 725

---------------t-1 00
•

I
1
1

I

L1.!~~~!!'!!.!1L~.:.!I:.!'~.!·~!

Labor Day Week Bonus!

tP

I
II

Bonus to all
Old Donors

with this coupon and a valid student or milital)' 10
offer expires Sept. 10, 1982

---------------$5.00
---------------Bonus to all
First Time Donors

with this coupon and a valid student or militaJY ID
offer expires Sept, 10, 1982

One per donor, not valid with any other coupons.
May be used one time only during Labor Day week.
Offers expire Sept. 10, 1982

38 Ness, et al
39 Aries ally
40 Bound by
oath
41 Anent:
2 words
42 Embroiled
44 Pipe fitting
45 Fury
46 Spirit
47 Smell
49 Suffix

7 Tasted
8 Reactor:
2 words
9 Packet
10 Double play
hero
11 Opera
12 Thicken
13 German
name
21 Boundaries
23 Weight

30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

Revelry
Raison d ' Be delayed
Fissure
Corh bread
Area unit
Young pest
Pool feats:
2 words
40 Skinny
42 Eye part
43 - du Diabfe

50 Icon
51 "The Man
Without a
Country"
52 Dull routine
53 B.C.'s nelghbor
54 Seed scars
55 Essence
56 Ooze
60 Gynt's
mother

